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COVER A

JUSTiCE WARRIORS #3
WRITER | MATT BORS ARTISTBEN CLARKSON
COVER A: BEN CLARKSON
COVER B: MATT BORS
0622AH225 | 0622AH226
FULL COLOR | 190 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE: 8/17/2022 FOC DATE: 7/17/2022
Continuing the outrageous series by Pulitzer-nominee Matt Bors and filmmaker Ben Clarkson. Desperate mutants riot in the Uninhabited Zone! Swamp &
Schitt and their fellow riot police fight back! No one
in charge knows what to do about it—until the pampered Prince of Bubble City gets one of his terrible
ideas!

COVER B WRAP AROUND

COVER B

GILT #5
WRITER | ALISA KWITNEY
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST MAURICET
0622AH227
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE: 8/24/2022 FOC DATE: 7/24/2022
MATURE
The grand finale of the “comic book for women who
don’t read comic books” (Pamela Redmond, author of
Younger)! All paths lead to the bowels of the Bellicent’s
darksome basement, where Hildy and Trista stand trial
for breaking co-op rules of time travel. Also, the fates of
the last two passengers aboard Flight 914 are decided,
and laundry is sorted. . .

The Wrong Earth:
The One-Shots
WRITERS | GAIL SIMONE, MARK RUSSELL,
MARK WAID, & OTHERS
ARTISTS | LEONARD KIRK, MICHAEL MONTENAT,
FRED HARPER & OTHERS
COVERS | DAN PARENT, GENE HA, JERRY ORDWAY,
JAMAL IGLE

0622AH228
FULL COLOR | 152 PAGES | $17.99
IN-STORE DATE: 10/12/2022 FOC DATE: 8/14/2022
Bestselling writers Gail Simone (Birds of Prey) and Mark
Waid (Kingdom Come) join WRONG EARTH cocreator Tom
Peyer, SECOND COMING writer Mark Russell, and CAPTAIN
GINGER writer Stuart Moore to write world-shattering, standalone stories set in the WRONG EARTH multiverse! Travel to
Earths both familiar and new; revisit well-known Dragonflyman variants—and one you never knew existed!

GO TO LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM &
DOWNLAOD THE NEW DC CONNECT CATALOG

JUN 2022

SPARKS OF CHAOS #1 (OF 3)
WRITTEN BY
TEMUR SCHELM
ILLUSTRATED & COVER A BY
ALEX MALYSHEV & GLEB MELNIKOV
COVER A
ALEX “EX” MAKAROV
COVER B & C
ALEX MALYSHEV

COVER C

COVER B

$7.99 | FULL COLOR | 48 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 IN
An epic journey begins here! A century ago, the ancient
demigods were hunted down and forgotten by humanity.
Now, they’re fighting back, in a steampunk twist on
ancient myths!

0622CX229
0622CX230
0622CX231
FOC DATE

IN STORES

JULY 10, 2022

SEPTEMBER 28, 2022

SPARKS OF CHAOS #1 PREVIEW

LIMITED TO 100 COPIES

EDGAR ALLAN POE’S
THE CONQUEROR WORM: MONSTER VARIANT
WRITTEN BY
EDGAR ALLAN POE
ILLUSTRATED & COVER BY
CLARA MEATH

$19.99 | FULL COLOR
28 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 IN

Lo! ’t is a gala night
Within the lonesome latter years!
An angel throng, bewinged, bedight
In veils, and drowned in tears,
Sit in a theatre, to see
A play of hopes and fears,
While the orchestra breathes fitfully
The music of the spheres.

0622CX232
CEX is proud to present the MONSTROUS variant cover by Clara Meath in the ultimate presentation
of Edgar Allan Poe’s The Conqueror Worm! A terrifyingly gorgeous cover, worthy of this extraordinary
adaptation. Limited to only 100!

FOC DATE

IN STORES

JULY 10, 2022

SEPTEMBER 28, 2022

PAST THE LAST MOUNTAIN
ORC GIRL VARIANT EDITION

LIMITED TO 100 COPIES

WRITTEN BY
PAUL ALLOR
ILLUSTRATED BY
LOUIE JOYCE,
GANNON BECK,
THOMAS BOATWRIGHT
COVER BY
THOMAS BOATWRIGHT

$5.99 | FULL COLOR
48 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 IN
PERFECT BOUND

“I didn’t even know I could love an orc untl I
read Paul Allor’s Orc Girl. Funny, charming,
bittersweet, and moving, I found myself
dreading the end and demanding a sequel at
the same time. Absolutely lovely in story and
art, a perfect little comic, realized brilliantly.”
– Gail Simone

0622CX233
The complete ORC GIRL prequel to Paul Allor, Louie Joyce, and Gannon Beck’s hit series PAST THE LAST
MOUNTAIN is collected in this final issue of the series! And this time with a special ORC GIRL cover by
fan-favorite artist Thomas Boatwright! This limited edition celebrates the acclaimed one-shot with
the extremely rare original Orc Girl cover!

FOC DATE

JULY 10, 2022

IN STORES

SEPTEMBER 28, 2022

SEA OF TIME #1 (of 4)
WRITER, ARTIST, & COVER ART | T EDWARD BAK

0622FW234

B&W, SOME COLOR | $7.00 | 32 PAGES
IN-STORE DATE: 10/5/2022 FOC DATE: 7/31/2022

This visionary tone poem explores the nature and indigenous ecological traditions that influenced imperial
expedition naturalist GW Steller who, at the moment of his death in 1746, recalls his discoveries and travel
throughout Siberia and the North Pacific.

COVER C

COVER A
COVER

B

COVER

D

Deathrage #2
WRITER | MURPHEY
ARTIST | EMILIANO URDINOLA
COVER ARTISTS | HAL LAREN, SORAH SUHNG, JEFFREY EDWARDS
0622MC239 | 0622MC240 | 0622MC241 | 0622MC242
FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/23/22 FOC DATE : 7/24/22
Deathrage has failed his first Spartan assignment... and murdered the man he was ordered to protect! What’s even
worse, he’s now wearing the departed’s mysterious, high-tech helmet and it’s proving rather... unpredictable... with
his brain chip implant. And what’s even worse than THAT, every hit man, assassin and thug in 1986 Las Vegas is on
his trail, wanting to get their hands on the helmet... and the information it possesses!		

B

COVER C

COVER A

COVER

COVER

D

Miss Meow #3
WRITER | MURPHEY
ARTIST | VICTOR SERRA
COVER ARTISTS | PETE WOODS, TRISTAN “TRISTARR” THOMPSON, & SORAH SUHNG

0622MC235 | 0622MC236 | 0622MC237 | 0622MC238
FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 8/16/22 FOC DATE 7/17/22
Katfight finally has Miss Meow right where she wants her... in the palm of her deadly, clawed hand! Has Miss Meow
become the proverbial canary caught by the cat? Or will she escape with all of her nine lives intact? 		

GO TO LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM &
DOWNLAOD THE NEW DC CONNECT CATALOG

COVER B

COVER A

COVER c

ACTion Journalism #1
WRITER | ERIC SKILLMAN
ARTIST | MIKLÓS FELVIDÉKI
COVER ARTISTS | MIKLÓS FELVIDÉKI, RAMÓN PEREZ
& ANDREW MACLEAN
COLOR | MARIANE GUSMÃO

0622ON244 | 0622ON245 | 0622ON246 | 0622ON247

		

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99
IN-STORE DATE: 8/24/22 FOC DATE: 7/24/22

As a sinister alien armada looms over the earth, New Arcadia’s favorite intrepid reporter, Kate
Kelly, has just two hours to infiltrate the fleet, uncover their most scandalous secrets, land the
interview of the century, and avert interstellar war—and not necessarily in that order. The fastpaced, genre-hopping adventures of the Action Journalism team start here!

A Quick & Easy Guide to

Asexuality
WRITER | MOLLY MULDOON
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | WILL HERNANDEZ

0622ON243
FULL COLOR | 132 PAGES | $7.99
MATURE AGES 16+
IN-STORE DATE : 8/3/2022 FOC DATE : 7/3/2022
Asexuality is often called the “invisible orientation.” You don’t learn about
it in school, and you don’t hear “ace” on television. So it’s kinda hard to be
ace in a society so steeped in sex that no one knows you exist. Too many
young people grow up believing that their lack of sexual desire means they
are broken, so writer Molly Muldoon and cartoonist Will Hernandez - both
in the ace community - are here to shed light on society’s misconceptions
of asexuality and what being ace is really like. This book is for anyone who
wants to learn about asexuality, and for ace people themselves to validate
their experiences.

BLINK #2
WRITER | CHRISTOPHER SEBELA
ARTIST | HAYDEN SHERMAN
COVER ART | HAYDEN SHERMAN, MALACHI WARD
COLOR: NICK FILARDI
0622ON248 | 0622ON249
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99 | TEEN
IN-STORE DATE: 8/31/2022 FOC DATE : 7/31/2022
Wren has followed her obsession with her past all the way
down into a world of impossibly long hallways, uncountable
surveillance cameras, and the sounds of something following her through the dark. But what should be a foreign
nightmare-scape feels all too familiar for Wren, and when
she and Joel find footage of the social experiment that took
place there, she begins to piece together the story of Blink
- as well as her own ties to it. . .

COVER A

COVER B

Choose Your Own Adventure:
Journey Under the Sea
WRITERS | ANDREW E.C. GASKA, E.L. THOMAS
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | DANI BOLINHO
COLOR | PH GOMES

0622ON260
FULL COLOR | 136 PAGES | $12.99
IN-STORE DATE: 9/21/2022 FOC DATE: 7/3/2022
In the newest Choose Your Own Adventure graphic novel
comes an underwater epic where YOU get to choose the destination. With your submarine vessel, The Seeker, you’ll explore
the ocean depths and all the mysteries, creatures, and monsters that inhabit the ocean floor. Some will be familiar: squids,
whales, and, of course, the great white shark. Others will be entirely new to your eyes, like the city of Atlantis and its citizens.
So how will YOU proceed? Will YOU willingly dive into the depths?
What paths will YOU choose?”

Heartthrob Season 1:
Never Going Back Again
WRITER | CHRISTOPHER SEBELA
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | ROBERT WILSON IV
COLOR | NICK FILARDI

0622ON905
FULL COLOR | 136 PAGES | $19.99
Season 1 | Callie was born with a bad heart. After it ruined her life, she
went looking for a miracle: a heart transplant. Now she’s got a brand new
one, but she’s still stuck with a crappy job, crappy boyfriend, and crappy
prospects.Enter Mercer, a mystery man who gets Callie’s heart beating like
crazy. As her behavior changes and their flirting deepens, Mercer reveals
he’s her heart donor. Only Callie can see, speak to, and touch him—and
he’s in love with her, a love she feels just as strongly. A master thief when
he died, Mercer offers to teach Callie his criminal ways and how to turn
them against her old job and kick off a nationwide crime spree. Hunted
by the FBI and popping heart meds to stay alive, Callie will find out that
nothing’s as scary as two people in love with nothing to lose . . .

Heartthrob Season 2:

Heartthrob Season 3:

Walk a Thin Line

Stop Draggin' My Heart Around

WRITER | CHRISTOPHER SEBELA
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | ROBERT WILSON IV
COLOR | NICK FILARDI

0622ON906 | 0622ON907
FULL COLOR | 128 PAGES | $19.99
Season 2 | Callie tried to go straight. She escaped both Mercer and the FBI to Canada. She got a new beau, a new job, and with the few years
remaining on her borrowed heart, everything should be perfect. But Callie’s old life isn’t entirely done with her. As her old crew keeps robbing
and sucks her back into the one thing she’s great at, Callie sets out to create a criminal empire of her own . . .
Season 3 | Callie was born under a bad sign. After checking out of her criminal ambitions, Callie has checked into a mental hospital to finalize
her breakup with Mercer—the dead criminal who donated the heart that gave her a new lease on life, only to steal it back in a cross-country
robbery romance. But after convincing herself he’s not real, Callie shakes her delusional beau and has just begun moving on when she gets
a visitor: Mercer?? With a year left on her new heart, her world upended and her friends and family threatened by this real-life version of her
dream boyfriend, Callie busts herself out and dives back into her life of crime. As she ties up her loose ends, Callie sets out to make peace with
her past, figure out her future—and find a way to make this breakup permanent. . . 					

COVER A

COVER B

Jonna and the Unpossible Monsters #11
WRITER | CHRIS SAMNEE , LAURA SAMNEE
ARTIST | CHRIS SAMNEE
COVER ARTISTS | CHRIS SAMNEE, CHRIS ELIOPOULOS
COLOR | MATTHEW WILSON

0622ON251 | 0622ON252
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99
IN-STORE DATE: 8/24/22 FOC 7/24/22

		
It’s been an incredible journey for sisters Jonna and Rainbow as they crossed a now-ruined, parched land filled with
surreal monsters in their quest to find their missing father. Now, inside the mystery egg the girls believe to be the
source of their world’s problems, Rainbow and Jonna are faced with the most bizarre setting they’ve yet encountered. They also finally learn what has become of their father--and everyone else who went missing. Also: Who - or what
-is TYPHEN?? Our heroes have so many questions, and this issue delivers! Do not miss this exciting penultimate chapter!

KAIJUMAX SEASONS 1-3
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | ZANDER CANNON
FULL COLOR | 136-168 PAGES | $19.99 0622ON900 | 0622ON901 | 0622ON902
MATURE
THE COMPLETE SEASON ONE | On a remote island in the South Pacific lies Kaijumax, a maximum security prison for giant
monsters. Follow doting father Electrogor as he stands up to the cruel space-superhero warden! See corrupt guard Gupta
manage his illicit uranium-dealing empire and pay off his gambling debts to the Queen of the Moon! Watch Mecha-Zon battle
his own programming when the monster he was created to destroy shows up on the pound! These stories and more will
assault you from every angle in the cesspool of corruption that is Kaijumax.
SEASON TWO | As bad as things get in Kaijumax prison, the outside world can be a whole lot worse! Kaiju fugitives, parolees, thieves, drug addicts, and those who have simply fallen through the cracks are left to fend for themselves against
a planet that doesn’t want them. Follow Electrogor as he makes his way across the Pacific rim to his home where — he
hopes — his children await him. See the tense reunion of the Humongo Brothers! Smell the hopeless Lovecraftian addicts
in the undersea Kraken house! Ride along with new Police Team G.R.E.A.T. robotic cop Chisato! Don’t miss Season Two of
the critically acclaimed, Eisner-Nominated satire Kaijumax from award-winning cartoonist Zander Cannon!
SEASON THREE | Scaly is the New Black as we timidly venture into Kaijumax’s sister location and meet its terrifying residents. After murdering her abusive inmate boyfriend and unable to scale back down to human size, former prison physician
Dr. Zhang joins a collection of uranium addicts, violent offenders, con artists, Lovecraftian horrors, and metaphors for
human encroachment in the heretofore unseen female wing of Kaijumax. New and returning kaiju assimilate into their respective species, join gangs, and establish their various prison hustles while the underfunded and overextended five-robot
prison administration scrambles to keep them under control.

ORDER TODAY
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

KAIJUMAX SEASONS 4-6
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | ZANDER CANNON
FULL COLOR | 136-168 PAGES | $19.99 0622ON903 | 0622ON904 | 0622ON253
MATURE
SEASON FOUR | Scaly is the New Black as we timidly venture into Kaijumax’s sister location and meet its terrifying residents. After murdering her abusive inmate boyfriend and unable to scale back down to human size, former prison physician Dr. Zhang joins a collection of uranium addicts, violent offenders, con artists, Lovecraftian horrors, and metaphors
for human encroachment in the heretofore unseen female wing of Kaijumax. New and returning kaiju assimilate into their
respective species, join gangs, and establish their various prison hustles while the underfunded and overextended 5-robot
prison administration scrambles to keep them under control.
SEASON FIVE | Deep in the bowels of the monster prison Kaijumax, death row inmates sit brooding on a lake of fire, awaiting execution. The giant crab Hermanculoid (“Hermie” to his friends), due to die in a matter of weeks, has a glimmer of hope
as his lawyers mysteriously resurface with new evidence of police misconduct that goes all the way to the top. In the astral
halls of justice, gang boss Pikadon and his flamboyant, amoral Team Legal - and their creepy animal sidekick - fight to sow
doubt about the murder he definitely committed. And kindly, long-serving inmate Sharkmon wants to live out his sentence
tending his pet sharks and goat, until love, in the form of the mysterious Sprinkles the Unidragon, comes to call. Also: devilish saviors! Self-interested “aliens”! Rhyming legalese! And…illegal child-fighting pits?
SEASON SIX | From across the galaxy, a terrifying alliance of alien warships enters our atmosphere. Inmates of both
Kaijumax prisons suit up for the filthy, dangerous work of battling the alien threat out in the world, all in a bid to lessen
their thousand-year sentences. Amid the fiery chaos, offspring will be reunited with their parents, antediluvian grudges will be fulfilled, and new, monstrous crimes will be committed. Wade into the fray with Electrogor, Whoofy, Go-Go
Space Baby, Dr. Zhang, Ding Wing, Daniel, and all the rest as Kaijumax’s final season reaches its explosive conclusion!

TM & © 2022 CARTOON NETWORK

Rick and Morty:

TM & © 2022 CARTOON NETWORK

Oni 25th Anniversary Edition #1

WRITER | ZAC GORMAN
ARTIST & COVER | CJ CANNON

IN-STORE DATE : 8/10/2022
FOC DATE : 7/10/2022

0622ON256
FULL COLOR
32 PAGES
$9.99

Mature 13+

Celebrate Oni's 25th Anniversary With
The Smash Hit Rick And Morty #1 !
Reprinted here, discover the issue that changed the course of comics history,
blurring the line between real and unreal. The story that launched a hundred
issues and counting: Rick and Morty #1...
Or, you know, just enjoy this really fun first issue of Rick and Morty madness!
ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

Sci-Fu Vol. 1
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | YEHUDI MERCADO

0622ON257
FULL COLOR | 144 PAGES | $12.99 | AGE 8+
IN-STORE DATE: 8/24/2022 FOC DATE: 7/3/2022
Hip-hop, sci-fi and kung fu all hit the turntables for the mash-up mix
of the year! Cartoonist/force of nature Yehudi Mercado (Pantalones,
TX, Rocket Salvage) sets his sights on 1980s Brooklyn and Wax, a
young mix-master who scratches the perfect beat and accidentally
summons a UFO that transports his family, best friend, and current
crush to the robot-dominated planet of Discopia. Now Wax and his
crew must master the intergalactic musical martial art of Sci-Fu to fight
the power and save Earth. Word to your mother.

ORDER TODAY
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

SCOTT PILGRIM #1 & 2
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER ARTIST |
BRYAN LEE O’MALLEY
FULL COLOR | 192 PAGES | $24.99
AGE 13+

0622ON258 | 0622ON259
IN-STORE DATE 8/24/2022
FOC DATE : 7/3/2022
Scott Pilgrim Vol. 1 | Scott Pilgrim’s life is totally sweet. He’s twenty-three years old, he’s in a rock band, he’s “between jobs,” and he’s
dating a cute high school girl. Nothing could possibly go wrong, unless a seriously mind-blowing, dangerously fashionable, rollerblading
delivery girl named Ramona Flowers starts cruising through his dreams and sailing by him at parties. Will Scott’s awesome life get turned
upside-down? Will he have to face Ramona’s seven evil ex-boyfriends in battle? The short answer is yes.
Scott Pilgrim Vol. 2 | Does Scott and Ramona’s burgeoning relationship have a future? Isn’t Scott still supposedly dating Knives Chau?
Who is Ramona’s second evil ex-boyfriend, and why is he in Toronto? Who are the Clash At Demonhead, and what kind of bizarre art-punky
music do they play? Who’s their hot girl keyboardist, and what is Scott’s relation to her? Why is the Clash At Demonhead Knives Chau’s
new favorite band? Fights! Drama! Secrets revealed! The answers to all these questions and more!
			

Agent of W.O.R.L.D.E. #2
WRITER| DENIZ CAMP
ARTIST | FILYA BRATUKIN
COVER ARTISTS | FILYA BRATUKHIN & JASON WORDIE

0622SC261
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE: 8/24/2022 FOC DATE: 7/24/2022
When a mysterious object from beyond the stars lands on earth,
WORLDE sends Agent Blank and fellow super-agent Ares Hill to
recover it. But in their way: the XOO Star Children! Cybernetic
penguins! LA traffic! And their own complicated past!
Plus: The 73 Terrible Countenances!
ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

BEYOND THE BEYOND #4
WRITER | CHRISTIAN TROPEANO
ARTIST & COVER | GIAN FERNANDO

0622SC262
FULL COLOR | 36 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE: 8/3/2022 FOC DATE: 7/3/2022

In the final issue Nova is forced to go to Omni’s headquarters on the Misty Planet in order to save Sirius. But Sirius has plans of his own, and he manages to forge his own
escape before Nova is able to get to him. Now Nova and
Alejandro are stuck facing the head of Omni, Sergey Page.
Meanwhile Sirius is chased by Julian, a battle which ends
in the demise of both Julian and Omni. Nova and Sirius are
soon reunited, and together with Alejandro they now forge
an unstoppable space explorer family. Features 32 pages of
story!

BROKEN SOULS BALLAD:
HELL IS FOR KIDS #3
WRITER | MASSIMO ROSI
ARTIST & COVER | LUDOVICA CEREGATTI

0622SC286
FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | $4.99
IN-DATE: 8/3/2022 FOC DATE: 7/3/2022

Brother against brother. Sister helping sister. This is the
situation inside and outside the St. Abigail institute. Meanwhile, pain, madness, and fear will push the boys to understand more and more--even if that revelation is horrible.
They must learn the importance of being a true family and
that only by helping themselves will they be able to stop
their oppressors, and avenge themselves against those
who have manipulated their lives.
			
		

BY THE HORNS:
DARK EARTH #4
WRITER | MARKISAN NASO
ARTIST: JASON MUHR
COVER | JASON MUHR & STEVE CANON

0622SC263
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE: 8/24/2022 FOC DATE: 7/24/2022
Some of us believe this world must be cleansed of filthy magic.”
The words that Owlslin Captain Shanora Zel spoke in the snow
hills of Ataraxy still burn hot in her mind as she recovers from
her brutal fight with Elodie and plots to avenge the Tiger Fang
Enchantress, Feng Po.

CITIES OF MAGICK #4
WRITER | JAKOB FREE
ARTIST & COVER | WILL TEMPEST

0622SC264
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE: 8/17/2022 FOC DATE: 7/17/2022

The Vargus” Lev, Gregor, and a squad of Red Double
X’s take a road trip to Chicago. Their mission? Find the
source of Isimar Rothchild’s growing power. But Lev
and the gang soon find out that they’ve bitten off more
than they can chew.
				
ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

CODE 45 #2
WRITER | BENJAMIN HUNTING
ARTIST & COVER | JOE NG

0622SC265
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE: 8/10/2022 FOC DATE: 7/10/2022
Freshly-minted night shift driver Vanessa partners up with veteran Nikki, who refuses to discuss anything to do with the dragon
threat—even after they share their first shocking ‘Code 45’ experience together. Determined to dig into the mystery, Vanessa
enlists the help of her DJ roommate Pierre-Yves, and discovers
not only his surprising ties to the ‘scatter’ crisis sweeping the
tunnels, but also a link to a dark secret about her own family’s
past.

COVER A

Eternus #1
WRITERS | DON HANDFIELD &
ANASTAZJA DAVIS
ARTISTS | KARL MOLINE & ANDY OWENS
COVER A | ROB PRIOR
COVER B | BOB KEHL
COVER C | TEHANI FARR
COVER b

0622SC266
0622SC267
0622SC268
FULL COLOR | 40 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/3/2022
FOC DATE : 7/3/2022

From Creators Andy Serkis & Andrew Levitas! 360 AD.
The great god Zeus is long dead, brutally murdered
in his own temple some thirty years prior. Heracles,
Zeus’s son and champion, spends his days drunk
and depressed as the old gods struggle to stay alive
after decades of Christian disruption. When Athena’s
Temple is sacked by a mysterious Centurion looking
for a powerful relic that once belonged to Zeus, the
old gods are convinced they have found Zeus’s killer.
Now the mighty Heracles must sober up long enough
to keep the lone witness, a 9-year-old blind priestess,
alive long enough to identify the killer and finally find
justice for his dead father. The main cover features
beautiful Rob Prior wraparound artwork!		
				
COVER c

COVER A

Forever Forward #1
WRITER | ZACK KAPLAN
ARTIST | ARJUNA SUSINI
COVER A | JACOB PHILLIPS
COVER B | STEFANO SIMEONE
COVER C | JAHNOY LINDSAY
COVER D | IVAN TAO
COVER E | ALAN QUAH

0622SC269 | 0622SC270
0622SC271 | 0622SC272
0622SC273
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/24/2022
FOC DATE : 7/24/2022
COVER b

Sci-fi writer ZACK KAPLAN and artist ARJUNA SUSINI take you on a sci-fi adventure like no other, one
that imagines time traveling through “the future” as
an Odyssey-style mythic journey home. When brilliant young scientist Dr. Lewis Moody accidentally launches himself, his secret longtime crush and
three best friends 33 years into the future with his
unproven quantum time machine, they find a mysterious message from their future selves: THE ONLY
WAY BACK IS FORWARD. Now, as they jump again
and again through strange future times, will they one
day find the technology to time-travel back, or are
they doomed to hopelessly travel forward…forever?
						

COVER c

IMPOSSIBLE JONES
VOLUME 1: GRIN & GRITTY
WRITER | KARL KESEL
ARTIST & COVER | DAVID HAHN

0622SC274
FULL COLOR | 120 PAGES | $14.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/24/2022 FOC DATE : 7/24/2022
Full throttle thrills by Karl Kesel (Harley Quinn, King Shark) and David Hahn
(Batman ‘66)! A thief pretending to be a superhero? It’s not impossible—it’s
IMPOSSIBLE JONES! Read the explosive origin of the impulsive IMP as
she tries to convince citizens, cops—and fellow superheroes—that she’s
New Hope City’s newest and coolest super-powered protector! But she’s
also a damn good thief, and with her new powers, pilfering and purloining
have never been easier! Added bonus: Cops don’t shoot at her, are glad
to tell her exactly what they’re up to, and everyone’s happy to show her
their security systems. But it’s a high-stakes, high-wire balancing act,
and even shape-shifting superpowers can be stretched thin. One misstep and Jones will fall so far she’ll never bounce back… Collects Impossible Jones #1-4!

KINGJIRA
LEGENDARY EDITION
WRITER, ARTIST, & COVER | MARCO FONTANILI

0622SC275
B&W | 48 PAGES | $24.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022 FOC DATE : 7/31/2022
Back in a king-sized Legendary Edition! Kingjira, the king of
monsters, has escaped from his prison and he is causing panic
in the city. The reason for his fury is simple: the King is hungry.
And we all know what kings’ food is, don’t we? Simple: the pizza!
“Kingjira - Hungry like a Monster” is a funny tribute to the Kaiju
genre!		
		

LIFE AND DEATH OF THE
BRAVE CAPTAIN SUAVE #1
WRITER | JOSEPH SIERACKI
ARTIST & COVER | KELLY WILLIAMS

0622SC276
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE: 8/10/2022 FOC DATE: 7/10/2022
In this action-packed, debut issue, we are introduced to the madness and heroism that is Captain Suave! A champion beyond
measure, Captain Suave’s journey follows a modern-day retelling of Cervantes’s classic, Don Quixote, only this hero is convinced that he is a Golden Age superhero. Ready yourself for an
adventure that must be seen to be believed, as Captain Suave
and his trusty sidekick, Champ, battle the imaginary forces of
evil in Cleveland, Ohio!

Mega Centurions #2
WRITER | JON PARRISH
ARTIST & COVER | DEXTER WEE

0622SC277
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022 FOC DATE : 7/31/2022
The Mega Centurions come face-to-face with the Grey Knight, a
former henchman for Prince Venkor, a nemesis from their past,
who brings a warning and makes a shocking request.
Meanwhile, at the location of the final battle, another armored
stranger arrives. Just what is he after?

COVER A

COVER b

Meta: Metalinguistic Crimes Division #1
WRITER | MARCELO SARAVÁ
ARTIST | ANDRÉ FREITAS
COVER A | BRÃO
COVER B | ANDRÉ FREITAS

0622SC278 | 0622SC279
FULL COLOR | 40 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/17/2022 FOC DATE: 7/17/2022
Star comic writer Agatha finds her artist boyfriend murdered and believes that the comic book characters
they created together are to blame! Her brother Alan, a wannabe novelist, arrives to offer Agatha support
in her grief and accidentally finds himself drawn into an unfinished comic book page! Adding to the confusion, a police unit that specializes in “meta-crimes” arrives and starts investigating the case. Without
doubt, things are about to get much worse for Alan and Agatha. Enjoy the first issue of this NON-STOP! title
followed by the entire story collected soon after in one volume. 				
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COVER b

MR. EASTA #1 COVERS A, B, & C
WRITER, ARTIST, & COVERS | KIT WALLIS

0622SC280 | 0622SC281 | 0622SC282
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022 FOC DATE: 7/31/2022
The gloriously demented mind of Kit Wallis brings the galactic adventures of the third
best assassin in the universe to Scout Comics! Incredible, kinetically charged artwork
blasts the blood, mayhem and quirky humor directly through your brain like a high-caliber bullet. In this issue, it’s Elvis night at an interstellar backwater bar, but with all due respect to the King, that doesn’t stop Mr. Easta. With the help of Frank, his teleportation parasite, who can also transform into any handheld weapon imaginable, it’s business as usual. Be
sure to stock up on Scout’s next HIT series because the after-market prices will be killer.

Pentagram of Horror #4
WRITER, ARTIST, COVERS | MARCO FONTANILI

0622SC287 | 0622SC288
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE 8/17/2022 FOC DATE: 7/17/2022

Pentagram of Horror is a new horror anthology with each issue being a stand-alone story. Every action has consequences, no matter whether you are on the side of wrong or right.
Everyone, sooner or later, pays the price for their choices.
This is what the sheriff of a small and dusty town in the
middle of the desert will discover. He is intent on hunting
down a dangerous outlaw who, according to rumors, is
in possession of special shamanistic abilities. He should
have left well enough alone…
		

COVER A

Phantasmagoria #1
WRITER | EL TORRES
ARTIST & COVER | JOE BOCARDO

0622SC289 | 0622SC290
B&W | 28 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE: 8/10/2022 FOC DATE : 7/10/2022
In the Victorian London, an Intruder from the Outer has been
summoned, leaving behind a series of gruesome killings.
The mysterious Professor Hawke helps the possessed Jane
Grantley to get rid of the creature. Hawke is an old, powerful
wizard. But he’s not the only wizard in London... and the others may not be on his side!					

COVER A

Playthings #3
WRITER | JON CLARK
ARTIST | TRAVIS WILLIAMSON
COVER | JON CLARK

0622SC291
FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/24/2022 FOC DATE : 7/24/2022
Beware the Princess! She’s hellbent on destroying Alison’s world. First it was a toy clown, then a man in a
baby mask, now a princess: how can all this be related?
That’s the riddle Alison must solve to get her daughter
back - if she survives…			

ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

Sabretooth Dan
Versus the Moon
WRITER, ARTIST, COVER | C RIVERS

0622SC283
FULL COLOR | 36 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022 FOC DATE : 7/31/2022
Sabretooth Dan returns in another family-friendly
LAUNCH book. Launch Journeys are books created for
all ages but meant to be shared with younger readers. In
this adventure Dan is plagued by the prophecies written
on the moon. He struggles through one nearly impossible task after the other in a wild adventure that sees the
return of several characters from Dan Vs. Brunch! The
list seems endless and as soon as one is completed,
he is sent on the next quest! Exhausted, Dan devises a
plan to thwart destiny, but will it work?

Shepherd: The Pit #1
Writer | Andrea Lorenzo Molinar
Artist | Ramiro Borrallo
Cover A | Marco Fontanili Cover B | Ramiro Borrallo
							

0622SC292 | 0622SC293
FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022
FOC DATE : 7/1/2022
Lexi and Nico Miller, the surviving children of The
Shepherd, are visited by a spectral dog whose
face is horribly disfigured. The siblings are
shocked to learn that this phantom is the victim
of a local dog-fighting ring. Yet, despite his own
brutal death, the mournful dog’s spirit is determined that his fellow animals be freed from the
violence and brutality of The Pit that claimed his
life. What follows is a desperate rescue attempt
that pierces the very heart of darkness.

COVER A

Thud:
Double Vision Magazine
WRITER, ARTIST, COVER | BRYAN “PEABE” ODIMAR

0622SC284
FULL COLOR | 64 PAGES | $9.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/3/2022 FOC DATE : 7/3/2022
Bo, a creative living in Oakcago, finds himself directionless and tired
with his mundane existence. Yet, despite his dissatisfaction, the one
happy constant in his life is a comic book character that he has created and drawn since he was a kid—but then a terrible accident changes everything. Meanwhile, a masked vigilante has appeared on the
scene and is only starting to discover his capabilities. As this hulking
hero begins his career, he must adjust to appearing and disappearing without warning in his new environment. Combining the original
first issue of Thud with a new second issue!
			

			

TRISKELE #3
WRITER | FELIPE PAN
ARTIST & COVER | MONARAMIS

0622SC285
FULL COLOR | 32 | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/17/2022 FOC DATE : 7/17/2022

Alec takes his friends through the portal of yellow lights
in order to learn more about what has happened to their
village. What lies in store for them, however, is much
more than the answers they naively seek. . . 		
		

VANITY #3
WRITER | JURRI KIRNEV
ARTIST | NATALIA TSAREVNIKOVA
COVERS | JOSEPH SCHMALKE & VILMA

0622SC294 | 0622SC295
FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/10/2022
FOC DATE : 7/10/2022

The third chapter depicts the legendary
witch hunts that happened in 15th century Europe. Those burning stakes where
innocent women were executed left a notable mark on Elizabeth Bathory, the Blood
Countess’ twisted mind. She sees what
horrific crimes powerful people can perpetrate on their inferiors, and thus monstrous
flames of ruthlessness are enkindled, sanctioned by her own noble authority.

COVER A

Be Kind, My Neighbor
WRITER, ARTIST, & COVER | YUGO LIMBO

0622SP297
FULL COLOR | 496 PAGES | $39.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/10/22 FOC DATE : 7/17/22

A PSYCHEDELIC HORROR, a WHIRLWIND
ROMANCE! It begins when cursed troubadour Wegg waltzes into his next podunk and
meets Mr. Neighbor, a sweet man made of
cloth. Amidst a slew of cult killings and surreal drama, their romance grows—until figures
from Wegg’s past reappear to claim him once
more.

The Changeling, Vol. 1
Writer, Artist, Cover | Tina Lugo

0622SP298
B&W | 64 Pages | $13.99
In-Store Date : 8/24/22 FOC DATE : 7/31/22
Luth, a young lycan, enters the grueling trial
to join the Heketi, a group of elite warriors.
With her time-honed skills and some luck,
she may just survive the trial’s challenges.
However, she may not survive the discovery
of her fate as The Dark Star—or the power
that it brings.
				
			

Rock Collector #1
WRITER, ARTIST, COVER | BECCA TOBIN

0622SP296
LIMITED COLOR | 32 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/3/22 FOC DATE : 7/10/22
Olive and Louise are aliens living a leisurely life: painting, playing the lute, and collecting puzzle rocks. Plus, it’s
super fun to go planet-side and snoop through other people’s stuff. But when a puzzle rock trip goes wrong, Louise
has to get Olive out of danger—fast!									

Barbaric: Axe To Grind #2
WRITER | MICHAEL MORECI
ARTIST | NATHAN GOODEN
COVER A : NATHAN GOODEN
COVER B : CORIN HOWELL

0622VL300 | 0622VL301
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022 FOC DATE: 7/24/2022

The you-know-what really hits the fan as Owen, Soren, Axe,
and Steele find themselves in hostile territory. We gain deeper insight into Steele’s vampire curse and Owen encounters
a tree god who’s just itching to get chopped to pieces. Cutting down trees, after all, is what axes do!

COVER A

Blue Flame
the complete series

WRITER | CHRISTOPHER CANTWELL
ARTIST & COVER | ADAM GORHAM

0622VL302
FULL COLOR | 256 PAGES | $19.99
IN-STORE DATE : 9/14/2022* FOC DATE : 7/24/2022
The Blue Flame is a cosmic hero. The Blue Flame is a DIY vigilante that fights crime on the streets of Milwaukee. The Blue
Flame is a blue collar HVAC repairman named Sam Brausam.
In the wake of a horrific tragedy, the boundaries of the Blue
Flame’s identity blur even further. Now, before a universal trial,
the Blue Flame must prove that humanity is worth saving. But
in order to do that, Sam Brausam has to save himself. Can he?
*ADVANCED SOLICIT, SEPTEMBER SHIP DATE		

Brothers Flick:
Impossible Doors
WRITER | RYAN HADDOCK
ARTIST & COVER | NICK WYCHE

0622VL303
FULL COLOR | 208 PAGES | $9.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/21/2022* FOC DATE : 7/24/2022
At Strander House, things are…weird. There’s an ogre wedged in the
closet, and you have to be careful not to slip on the leak coming from
the ocean in the attic. What’s possibly weirder than the fact that you
can walk into the bathroom and end up in next Tuesday are the four
brothers who investigate these strange occurrences…the Brothers
Flick! Leo, Desmond, Remy, and Cub seek to get to the bottom of
every shadow you swear you saw move. If they happen to stumble
upon answers to the mysterious disappearance of their own family
along the way, all the better. Sherlock Holmes meets Wayside School in
this Edwardian-era supernatural sleuthing graphic novel.

*ADVANCED SOLICIT, SEPTEMBER SHIP DATE”		

End After End #1
WRITER | DAVID ANDRY, TIM DANIEL
ARTIST & COVER | SUNANDO C

0622VL304 | 0622VL305
0622VL306 | 0622VL307
0622VL308 | 0622VL309
0622VL310 | 0622VL311
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 8/24/2022 FOC DATE: 7/24/2022
Life is nothing if not a series of endings.
School. Jobs. Friendships. Love.
Walter Willem’s death was fast and unexpected. His was an unremarkable life. So, how is it that his story continues as cannon
fodder in an endless war waged against an insatiable darkness
hellbent on consuming all of existence?

COVER A

Fox and Hare #4
WRITER | JON TSUEI
ARTIST & COVER | STACEY LEE

0622VL312 | 0622VL313
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022 FOC DATE: 7/31/2022

Capturing the monk, Pravat, has given Synastry Designs
the means to finish Project Saint, bringing Prime Minister
Moorhouse ever closer to his twisted vision for the city.
As Keza fights for his life, Kita takes Aurora to a secret
location and reveals how they went from orphans to the
most feared mercenaries in Mazu Bay. Will the Fox survive
his wounds or will the Hare continue the fight without her
partner?		

Heart Eyes #2
WRITER | DENNIS HOPELESS
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | VICTOR IBANEZ

0622VL314 | 0622VL315
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022
FOC DATE: 7/31/2022
Lupe has run off to meet the monsters.
Rico has to catch her or lose her forever,
this strange, smiling girl who stole his
heart. But what’s Lupe’s story? Where
did she come from? And why doesn’t
she fear the monsters that ate the world?

COVER A

Human Remains
WRITER | PETER MILLIGAN
ARTIST & COVER | SALLY CANTIRINO

0622VL316
FULL COLOR | 192 PAGES | $19.99
IN-STORE DATE : 9/28/2022* FOC DATE: 7/3/2022
Dax and Bisa love each other. But in this new and terrifying
world, love is dangerous. Feeling anything is dangerous.
Earth has a new and terrible invader, monsters that hunt the
very feelings that make us human. A shocking tale of pentup emotions and forced composure in the face of unspeakable horror…from one of the most celebrated writers in comics, Peter Milligan (X-Force, Enigma, Shade, the Changing
Man, Hellblazer) and breakout horror artist Sally Cantirino
(I Walk With Monsters, The Final Girls).		
*ADVANCED SOLICIT, SEPTEMBER SHIP DATE”

Last Book Youll Ever Read
WRITER | CULLEN BUNN
ARTIST & COVER | LEILA LEIZ

0622VL317
FULL COLOR | 176 PAGES | $19.99
IN-STORE DATE : 9/21/2022* FOC DATE: 7/3/2022
Civilization is a lie. Hidden deep in our genes is the truth.
And it is slowly clawing its way to the surface. Olivia
Kade knows the truth, and she has become the prophet
of the coming collapse. Her book, SATYR, is an international bestseller, and it is being blamed for acts of senseless violence and bloodshed all over the world. Olivia’s
own life is in danger from those who have read her work.
Determined to conduct a book tour, she hires security professional Connor Wilson to act as her bodyguard.
She only has one requirement: he cannot read her work.
*ADVANCED SOLICIT, SEPTEMBER SHIP DATE

Lunar Room #7
WRITER | DANNY LORE
ARTIST & COVER | GIO SPOSITO

0622VL318 | 0622VL319
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022 FOC DATE: 7/31/2022
Zero’s greatest lie is now out in the open, risking their alliance
with Sin, as well as the power balance of Solar City itself! As for
Sin, she has to choose whether it’s time to go true Lone Wolf…
or if Zero, her conflicted ex, and a broken pack are what she
needs to unlock the beast she was always meant to be.		
		
ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

Mindset #3
WRITER | ZACK KAPLAN
ARTIST & COVER | JOHN PEARSON

0622VL320 | 0622VL321
FULL COLOR | 22 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022 FOC DATE: 7/31/2022
Ben Sharp and his friends build a new command center for
their startup, replete with new coders and good intentions,
but when their app goes viral and they achieve overnight success as the hottest technopreneurs in the Valley, they’ll find
themselves swimming with sharks and facing the dangerous
dilemma of just how unscrupulous they are willing to be for
their vision.

COVER A

Quests Aside # 4
WRITER | BRIAN SCHIRMER
ARTIST & COVER | ELENA GOGOU

0622VL322 | 0622VL323
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/10/2022 FOC DATE: 7/31/2022
Over the course of one wild night, Vail’s secrets are revealed, Barrow gets propositioned, and Jodan makes
His Big Move. Oh, and who’s The Scorpion Trust?
Why, just the new owners of Quests Aside!
Whaaa??!

COVER A

Revealer #1
WRITER | TIM SEELEY, MICHAEL MORECI
ARTISTS & COVER | VARIOUS, TIM SEELEY

0622VL324 | 0622VL325
0622VL326
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022 FOC DATE: 7/31/2022
Spinning out of this summer’s hit indie horror film REVEALER, these four stories tie directly into the movie! Learn more
about the characters, the lore, the Revealers adult bookstore,
and what awaits on the other side of the biblical apocalypse.		
			
ORDER TODAY
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COVER A

Shadow Service #15
WRITER | CAVAN SCOTT
ARTIST & COVER | CORIN HOWELL

0622VL327 | 0622VL328
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022 FOC DATE: 7/31/2022

With a key member of the MI666 missing and Gina Meyer
behind enemy lines, the true threat finally becomes clear as
‘Death to Spies’ reaches its thrilling conclusion. Supernatural
spy action from New York Times bestseller Cavan Scott (Star
Wars: The High Republic) and Corin Howell (Wonder Woman,
Dark Red). 		 		
ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

West of Sundown #5
WRITERS | TIM SEELEY, AARON CAMPBELL
ARTIST | JIM TERRY
COVER ARTIST | AARON CAMPBELL

0622VL329 | 0622VL330
0622VL331
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/10/2022 FOC DATE: 7/10/2022

The entire town of Sangre De Moro has been kidnapped by
Reverend Herzog Jung’s cult. Now, a union of bitter enemies has to work together to save them. But Jung’s plans
involve breaching the thin veil between the daylight world
and the infinite night of the Umbra. Are our monsters and
heroes ready to find out what lurks West of Sundown?

COVER A

Blondie:
Against The Odds
Graphic Novel
Writers | Amanda Conner, Jimmy Palmiotti
Artist | John McCrea
Cover Artists | Amanda Conner, Paul Mounts

0622Z2332
Full Color | 180 Pages | $24.99
In-Store Date : 08/31/2022 FOC DATE: 7/3/2022
Combining an imaginative take on an oral history of the
band, interspersed with artistic interpretations of 10
songs from their catalog, BLONDIE: AGAINST THE ODDS
captures the friction of NYC as the band fought their way
to prominence, as well as the power and energy contained
within the songs that fueled their rise to legendary status.
		

ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

Ibaraki and Friends
WRITER | MATT KIICHI HEAFY
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | HALF SUMO

0622Z2333
FULL COLOR | 20 PAGES | $11.99
IN-STORE DATE : 8/31/2022 FOC DATE: 7/3/2022
A Book For All Ages written by Matthew Kiichi Heafy (of
Grammy-Nominated band TRIVIUM), Ibaraki and friends
tells Matthew’s rendition of Japanese legends and
folktales alike. This children’s book, illustrated by Half
Sumo and designed by Ashley Heafy, is for all the kids
that want to know more about where they come from
and the parents that want to share those moments with
them. A dragon, a samurai and even a koi, Ibaraki and
Friends shows through accessible prose the exciting
history and myths of Japan. With beautiful illustrations
and exciting adventures, the whole family will want to
read it over and over again.					
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